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Stern/Stiglitz: 

• A new institution is required to ensure a better allocation of hard-
earned savings of developing and emerging economies away from 
risky portfolios, much of which is in rich countries, and onto sound 
investments in the developing and emerging world.  

• Low-carbon infrastructure and technologies, in particular, are 
crucial to lay different and more resilient foundations for growth in 
the next decades. Investments are urgently required to both 
mitigate the risks and adapt to climate change, generate economic 
growth, reduce poverty and promote stability and security. These 
are the great challenges of the 21st century. Failure on one is likely 
to imply failure on the others.  

• Developing and emerging countries are in the position to both lead 
on the efforts to rebalance savings and investments and to make 
significant progress in creating the infrastructure for a different 
type of economic growth… 







• Brazil: Sepp Blatter’s politically destructive relationship with Brazilian Workers Party 
president Dilma Rousseff, herself prone to neoliberal tendencies such as raising 
public transport prices beyond affordability.  
 

• Russia has witnessed mass protests: a democracy movement in late 2011, a freedom 
of expression battle involving risque rock band Pussy Riot in 2012, gay rights in 2013 
and at the Winter Olympics, and recent anti-war protests 
 

• Indian activists shook the power structure over corruption in 2011-12, a high-profile 
rape-murder in late 2012, and a municipal electoral surprise by a left-populist anti-
establishment political party in late 2013.  
 

• Chinese activists protest tens of thousands of time a year, at roughly equivalent rates 
in urban and rural settings, especially because of pollution, such as recently 
throughout Guandong against a Paraxylene factory and the ongoing strike of tens of 
thousands of workers against suppliers of Nike and Adidas footwear. 
 

• South Africa’s diverse protests, probably numbering far more than the 12,399 
(including 1882 violent ones) that minister Nathi Methethwa counted last year 
alone, still fail to link up. Indeed, many have xenophobic tendencies, pointing out 
how structures of power stay in place through divide-and-conquer. 

http://progressivebrazil.tumblr.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2011%E2%80%9313_Russian_protests
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Protests_in_India
http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/9ee6fa64-25b5-11df-9bd3-00144feab49a.html?siteedition=intl#axzz2y7Nu3Jsf
http://www.danwei.com/a-report-on-mass-incidents-in-china-in-2012/
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-03-06/pollution-passes-land-grievances-as-main-spark-of-china-protests.html
http://thediplomat.com/2014/04/maoming-protests-continue-in-southern-china/
http://www.bdlive.co.za/opinion/2014/03/07/growing-civil-unrest-shows-yearning-for-accountability
http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za/default.asp?3,28,11,4349
http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za/default.asp?3,28,11,4349
http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za/default.asp?3,28,11,4349
http://www.thenewage.co.za/122569-1013-53-Twenty_protesters_arrested_in_Maake_village_Limpopo


       

  



SA’s high social protest rate 
3000 violent (thousands more non-violent) from 2009-12 
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useful  Africa  
Source: Le Monde Diplomatique, Feb 2011 

• Pretoria’s Marius Fransman:   
“Our presence in BRICS would 
necessitate us to push for Africa’s 
integration into world trade.”  

• DBSA’s Michelle Ruiters:           
“Our main focus is... financing 
large infrastructure cross-border 
projects, specifically because we 
find that most of the blockages 
that exist around infrastructure 
delivery are those on the cross-
border list.”  



"Africa Rising"! (# of citations) 



"Africa Rising": GDP percentage increases, 1981-2012 



"Africa Rising" reality check from WB 



what’s rising? multinational corporate profits 
as a percentage of firm equity 

  

 

Source: UN Conference on Trade and Development (2007), World Investment Report 2007, Geneva.  

extractive industries 



and Africa protests Rising  
Agence France Press:: 



Africa protests (and food prices) rising  



DBSA as an anti-model 
• losing vast sums of money (several hundred million dollars worth in 

recent years, according to recent reports - about 7% of the existing loan 
book); 

• promoting privatisation, especially in Southern Africa, even in areas such 
as electricity and road-tolling that have proven controversial in SA; 

• facilitating pro-corporate extractivist policies in the region, in a neo-
colonial manner; 

• doing 'shoddy' work (according to the present chief executive, who had to 
deny future work will be 'corrupt'); 

• de-emphasising environmental and social sustainability; 
• on the personnel front, firing all the environmental and social experts 

(and even tossing out their intellectual journal, Development Southern 
Africa), and instead hiring a tired and discredited spy as a top official; and 

• being so arrogant that the #2 official in the Southern African Development 
Community openly attacked the DBSA last year and suggested the need 
for its own SADC Bank. 

 
 



BRICS: banking on 6 characteristics of 
a profoundly Resource-Cursed region  
• much worse extractivist ‘Dutch-Disease’ bias,  
• exported profits and current-account deficits,  
• corrupted politics (e.g. Marikana, Marange),  
• forced displacement and worsening migrancy,  
• air/water pollution and water scarcity 
• climate chaos and energy abuse (especially SA) 



financial sanctions to halt port-petrochem:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

what social movement narratives, strategies, tactics? 







BRICS and international finance 
what role for recapitalised IMF? 

Moneyweb radio: “Many African countries  
went through hell in the 70s and 80s because of 
conditionality according to these loans. Are you going 
to try and insist that there is similar conditionality 
now that the boot is on the other foot, as it were?” 

Gordhan: “Absolutely, the IMF must be as proactive in 
developed countries as it is in developing countries. 

The days of this unequal treatment and the nasty 
treatment, if you like, for developing countries and 
politeness for developed countries must pass.” 

Pravin Gordhan 





BRICS are the main reason Africa’s vote cannot 
increase at Bretton Woods Institutions 



South Africa aligns itself with different groups to ensure that 
decisions on key issues reflect our country’s best interest. With 
regard to quota and voice reform in the IMF, for example, 
South Africa is mostly aligned with emerging-market 
economies.  
     However, with regard to the financial transactions tax that 
was mooted by the Europeans, South Africa opposed this 
proposal and was supported by a few other advanced 
economies. South Africa is aligned with advanced economies 
on the issue of climate finance, while other developing 
countries generally feel that this issue is best addressed at the 
United Nations. 

South Africa as BRICS’ most 
aggressive proponent of 

financial liberalisation 



limits of uneven development 

finance delinks from 
world’s real economy 
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market value of financial assets 
and aggregate global GDP at 

current prices (billion US dollars) 
Source : Leda Paulani, USP with 

McKinsey Global Report data 



uneven financial flows burst boundaries 
emerging markets began closing capital accounts 

renewed 
exchange 
controls 




